Introduction
The putting on and pulling off of therapeutic compression stockings and tights is often a difficult task which recurs on a
daily basis. For this procedure to be performed more easily and with less effort Arion developed various application aid
products. This product range is summarised under the name The Slide Solution.
The Slide Solution offers the total solution: all types of putting on and pulling off applications, both in single version as
well as in a +package. Thus, offering a suitable product for each compression stocking wearer. The individual products
are described in this brochure.
Indispensable for the putting on and pulling off of the compression stocking units with open and closed toe are The Slide
Solution Gloves. For pulling on the arm stocking and prostheses Arion respectively developed Easy Arm and Easy Proth.

Problem definition
For both caregivers and patients the problem of putting on compression stockings and tights is a task which recurs on a
daily basis. For caregivers putting on and removing compression stockings is a major source of physical strain. Even
patients who are able to carry out the process independently find this process an increasingly arduous one. This often has
a direct effect on therapy compliance.

Solution
Our Slide Solution products have been specifically designed to alleviate the problems experienced when putting on and
pulling off compression stockings and tights with open or closed toe. The Slide Solution products are made from smooth
material, which has been treated with a special coating. These properties create an ultra-smooth aid that reduces friction
significantly. The friction reduction minimises the physical strain otherwise experienced by caregivers and patients. This,
in turn, has a positive effect on the therapy compliance of patients. The clear and simple instructions for use allow patients
to enjoy the freedom and convenience of independently putting on compression hosiery for a long time.

Target group
1.

Patients who wear compression stocking and tights, but have great difficulties in putting on and pulling off and want
to stay independent.
2. Caregivers who are faced with the prospect of putting on their patients’ compression hosiery on a daily basis.

Product benefits
•
•
•
•

Reduction of physical strain for both caregiver and patient
Increase in patient’s independence and therapy compliance
Stockings retain therapeutic graduated compression longer
Easy to use

•
•
•
•

Saves time and money
Durable
Take it anywhere
Also custom made available

Portfolio
Easy-Slide®
ON

Application aid for open toe
compression stockings and
tights.

Sim-Slide®
ON

OFF

The ultimate application aid
for putting on and pulling
off open toe compression
stockings and tights in one
product.

Magnide®
ON

The ultimate application
aid for closed toe
compression stockings
and tights.

Easy-Slide® Arm
ON

Application aid for
compression arm
stockings.

Easy-Proth®
The application aid for
putting on an above-knee
prosthesis with suction
socket.

Easy-Off ®
OFF

The Slide Solution
Gloves

OFF

Application aid for pulling
off open or closed toe
compression stockings
and tights.
ON
ON

Indispensable tool for
putting on and pulling off
of compression stockings in
combination with The Slide
Solution products.

Sim-Slide

Magnide

PUTTING ON / DONNING
Open toe
Closed toe
Arm stocking
PULLING OFF / DOFFING
Open toe
Closed toe
PRODUCT BENEFITS
Very smooth material with special coating
Double layer application
Reducing physical strain patient
Reducing physical strain caregiver
Increased autonomy and therapy compliance
Easy to use
Easy to carry
By elastic band around the ankle easy to fix
Particular user-friendly by magnetic closure
Easy putting on and pulling off by optimal grip
Prevents damage to the stocking through nails and jewelery
MAINTENANCE
Hand wash at low temperature of 30oC
Do not dry clean
Dry with a towel (never iron or tumble)
WARRANTY

6 months

6 months

6 months

Size

Shoe size

E01500
E01501
E01502
E01503
E01504

Extra Small
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

≤ 34
34-37
38-41
42-45
≥ 46

Art. nummer

Size

Length

E01505
E01506

Medium
Large

55,5cm
62,5 cm

Easy+ Easy-Slide

Easy-Slide

Art. number

Sim-Slide

SIZE OVERVIEW (WITH ARTICLE NUMBERS)

Easy-Slide arm

The Slide Solution Matrix

Easy-Slide

Art. number

Size

Shoe size

E0SL01
E0SL02
E0SL03
E0SL04

Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

34-37
38-41
42-45
≥46

Art. number

Size

Shoe size

E01610
E01611
E01612
E01613

Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

34-37
38-41
42-45
≥ 46

Easy-Off

Easy-Slide arm

Easy+ Easy-Slide Easy+ Magnide

Gloves

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

Size

Shoe size

E01513
E01514

Medium
Large

≤ 40
> 40

Art. number

Size

Shoe size

E01619
E01620

Medium
Large

≤ 40
> 40

n.a.

6 months

Art. number

Size

Shoe size

E01510
E01511
E01512

Small
Medium
Large

34-37
38-41
42->45

Art.
Art. number
number

Size
Size

Hand
Hand size
size

E02973
E08010
E02975
E08020
E02977
E02978

Small
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Extra Large

6,5
6 - 7,5
87 -- 7,5
9,5
8 - 8,5
9 - 9,5
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...........
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cm
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Art. number

6 months

Easy-Off

6 months

Gloves

Easy+ Magnide

Magnide

6 months

How to use Sim-Slide and Magnide
ON

OFF

ON

Quality and patents
The price of quality
At the development of our products quality and user experience are the main drivers. Of that
the Magnide is a good example. It looks like a very simple product. The strength of the product
is in the details. Arion’s aim was to develop the world’s simplest and best aid for putting on
compression stockings with closed toe. All of this combined with the highest quality and strong
worldwide patents.
Arion went in search of the best of materials; magnets, fabric, yarn, etcetera. The fabric is the
basis of all our Slide Solution products, a very smooth cloth which has been treated with a special
coating. Together with the double-layered application this quality creates an ultra-smooth aid
with significantly reduced friction. The magnets need to have the perfect magnetic strength; not
too strong and not too weak, as the Magnide needs to stay closed whilst putting on the stocking, but should be easy to
open when removing it from the stocking. Moreover, thickness and size was particularly important. After extensive testing
of magnets at Arion, together with TUV, the perfect magnet was found. In order to keep the magnets fimly in place, they
have been put into “pockets”. To prevent the magnets from slipping the material of the pockets has a slightly rough feel.

Finally all components were thoroughly tested and researched to maximise quality.

The value of patents
A patent is an exclusive right intended to protect a new product, method or
technology. Arion has in recent years received 7 international patents for its Slide
Solution products. Because of this protection, we are able to continue to develop
innovative products. This keeps innovation the main driver of Arion!

Review Magnide
Personally, I find the magnet closing system a clear progress compared
to the Easy Slide Caran. The reasons for this are that the Magnide opens
easier and the small chance of damaging the stocking is no longer
present. Less force is needed and the folding is less complicated. I have
had the product tested by various customers during several weeks.
Especially the improved user-friendliness was seen as very positive. To
summarise I would definitely recommend the Magnide, because the
putting on of your compression stockings becomes easier yet again.

Onno Smeets, Advisor compression stockings, Spronken Orthopedie

Arion, an innovative solutions minded
company, is focused on producing simple
and affordable solutions for care aids
within international medical markets. The
company cleverly meets the increasing
demands for low cost, highly efficient
products in the care sector and develops,
produces and markets these innovative,
medical solutions. These products
include durable aids for putting on and
pulling off therapeutic compression
stockings and products with which you
can wash bedridden patients without
water, all of which are created to enhance
ease of use and efficiency in healthcare.
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